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Item 1. Text of the Proposed Rule Change 

(a) Cboe Exchange, Inc. (the “Exchange” or “Cboe Options”) proposes to 

amend its fees schedule.  The text of the proposed rule change is provided in Exhibit 5. 

(b) Not applicable.   

(c) Not applicable.   

Item 2.  Procedures of the Self-Regulatory Organization 

(a) The Exchange’s President (or designee) pursuant to delegated authority 

approved the proposed rule change on January 27, 2019. 

(b) Please refer questions and comments on the proposed rule change to Patrick 

Sexton, Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary, (312) 786-

7467, or Corinne Klott, (312) 786-7793, 400 South LaSalle, Chicago, Illinois  60605. 

Item 3.  Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and 
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change 

(a) Purpose 

The Exchange proposes to amend its Fees Schedule, effective February 1, 2019 to 

amend its fee incentive program for Lead Market-Makers (“LMM”) in SPX during 

Global Trading Hours (“GTH”). By way of background, pursuant to Footnote 38 of the 

Fees Schedule, a GTH LMM in SPX will receive a rebate for that month in the amount of 

a pro-rata share of a compensation pool equal to $30,000 times the number of LMMs in 

that class (or pro-rated amount if an appointment begins after the first trading day of the 

month or ends prior to the last trading day of the month) if the LMM: (1) provides 

continuous electronic quotes in at least the lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 

100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an GTH allocated class 

(excluding intraday add-on series on the day during which such series are added for 
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trading) during GTH in a given month; (2) enters opening quotes within five minutes of 

the initiation of an opening rotation in any series that is not open due to the lack of a 

quote, provided that the LMM will not be required to enter opening quotes in more than 

the same percentage of series set forth in clause (1) for at least 90% of the trading days 

during GTH in a given month; and (3) satisfies the following time-weighted average 

quote widths and bid/ask sizes for each moneyness category: (A) out of the money 

options ("OTM"), average quote width of $0.75 or less and average bid/ask size of 15 

contracts or greater; (B) at the money options ("ATM"), average quote width of $3.00 or 

less and bid/ask size of 10 contracts or greater; and C) in the money options ("ITM"), 

average quote width of $10.00 or less and bid/ask size of 5 contracts or greater.1 GTH 

LMMs in SPX are not obligated to satisfy the heightened quoting standards described 

above or in Rule 8.15 during GTH.  Rather, GTH LMMs in SPX are eligible to receive a 

rebate if they satisfy the heightened standards described in the Fees Schedule, which the 

Exchange believes will encourage SPX LMMs to provide liquidity during GTH.  

The Exchange proposes to amend Footnote 38 to modify the quoting standard a 

GTH LMM in SPX will need to satisfy in order to receive a rebate for its SPX GTH 

activity. Particularly, the Exchange proposes to modify prong 3(A) of the quoting 

standard with respect to the required average quote width for OTM options. As noted, 

above, a GTH LMM in SPX must, among other things, provide an average quote width of 

$0.75 or less and average bid/ask size of 15 contracts or greater for OTM options. The 

Exchange proposes to modify the OTM options average quote width requirement. 

Specifically the Exchange proposes to require that a GTH LMM in SPX provide an 

                                                 
1  See Cboe Options Fees Schedule, Footnote 38. 
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average quote width for OTM options of $0.90 or less instead of $0.75 or less. The 

Exchange proposes to widen the average quote width required as the current market has 

made it more difficult for a GTH LMM in SPX to maintain the same quality of markets 

as compared to previous market conditions that were less volatile. The Exchange 

continues to believe that time-weighted averages are a good way to assess the overall 

quality of the market.  

(b) Statutory Basis 

The Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Act”) and the rules and regulations thereunder applicable to 

the Exchange and, in particular, the requirements of Section 6(b) of the Act.2  

Specifically, the Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with the 

Section 6(b)(5)3 requirements that the rules of an exchange be designed to prevent 

fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and equitable principles 

of trade, to foster cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in regulating, 

clearing, settling, processing information with respect to, and facilitating transactions in 

securities, to remove impediments to and perfect the mechanism of a free and open 

market and a national market system, and, in general, to protect investors and the public 

interest.  Additionally, the Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with 

the Section 6(b)(5)4 requirement that the rules of an exchange not be designed to permit 

unfair discrimination between customers, issuers, brokers, or dealers. 

                                                 
2  15 U.S.C. 78f(b). 
3  15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5). 
4  Id. 
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 The Exchange believes amending the third prong in Footnote 38 is reasonable as 

it does not change the financial benefit offered. Additionally, the Exchange believes the 

proposed amendment is reasonable, equitable and not unfairly discriminatory because it 

applies to any appointed GTH LMM in SPX uniformly and because if the third prong, as 

amended, is not met, a GTH SPX LMM merely will not receive the offered financial 

benefit. The Exchange also believes the requirement under the amended third prong is 

commensurate with the financial benefit offered. Additionally, the Exchange notes that 

current market conditions have made the current OTM average quote widths requirement 

more difficult to attain and the Exchange believes the amended averaged width quote is 

more appropriate given current market conditions. The Exchange believes that its 

proposed rule change removes impediments to and perfects the mechanism of a free and 

open national market system as it continues to incentivize any GTH LMMs in SPX to 

provide liquidity in SPX during GTH and meet the prescribed quoting standard.   

Item 4.  Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition   

The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule changes will impose any 

burden on competition that are not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the 

purposes of the Act.  The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule change will 

impose any burden on intramarket competition that is not necessary or appropriate in 

furtherance of the purposes of the Act because it applies uniformly to all SPX GTH 

LMMs. The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule change will impose any 

burden on intermarket competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of 

the purposes of the Act because SPX options are proprietary products that will only be 

traded on Cboe Options.  To the extent that the proposed changes make Cboe Options a 
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more attractive marketplace for market participants at other exchanges, such market 

participants are welcome to become Cboe Options market participants.     

Item 5.  Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the 
Proposed Rule Change Received from Members, Participants, or 
Others 

The Exchange neither solicited nor received comments on the proposed rule 

change. 

Item 6.  Extension of Time Period for Commission Action 

Not applicable. 

Item 7.  Basis for Summary Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(3) or for 
Accelerated Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) or 
Section 19(b)(7)(D) 

(a) The proposed rule change is filed for immediate effectiveness pursuant to 

Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Act5 and Rule 19b-4(f)(2)6 thereunder. 

(b) The Exchange designates that the proposed rule change establishes or 

changes a due, fee, or other charge imposed by the Exchange, which renders the proposed 

rule change effective upon filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 

“Commission”).  At any time within 60 days of the filing of this proposed rule change, 

the Commission summarily may temporarily suspend such rule change if it appears to the 

Commission that such action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, for the 

protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance of the purposes of the Act.  If the 

Commission takes such action, the Commission will institute proceedings to determine 

whether the proposed rule change should be approved or disapproved. 

(c) Not applicable. 

                                                 
5  15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(3)(A). 
6  17 CFR 240.19b-4(f)(2). 
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(d) Not applicable. 

Item 8. Proposed Rule Change Based on Rules of Another Self-Regulatory 
Organization or of the Commission 

The proposed rule change is not based on a rule either of another self-regulatory 

organization or of the Commission. 

Item 9.  Security-Based Swap Submissions Filed Pursuant to Section 3C of the 
Act 

Not applicable. 

Item 10. Advance Notices Filed Pursuant to Section 806(e) of the Payment, 
Clearing and Settlement Supervision Act 

Not applicable. 

Item 11. Exhibits 

Exhibit 1. Completed Notice of Proposed Rule Change for publication in the 
Federal Register. 

Exhibit 5. Proposed rule text. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

[Release No. 34-         ; File No. SR-CBOE-2019-003] 

[Insert date] 

Self-Regulatory Organizations; Cboe Exchange, Inc.; Notice of Filing and Immediate 
Effectiveness of a Proposed Rule Change Relating to Amend its Fees Schedule 

Pursuant to Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Act”),1 

and Rule 19b-4 thereunder,2 notice is hereby given that on [insert date], Cboe Exchange, 

Inc. (the “Exchange” or “Cboe Options”) filed with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (the “Commission”) the proposed rule change as described in Items I, II, and 

III below, which Items have been prepared by the Exchange.  The Commission is 

publishing this notice to solicit comments on the proposed rule change from interested 

persons. 

I. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Terms of Substance of the 
Proposed Rule Change 

Cboe Exchange, Inc. (the “Exchange” or “Cboe Options”) proposes to amend its 

fees schedule.  The text of the proposed rule change is provided in Exhibit 5. 

The text of the proposed rule change is also available on the Exchange’s website 

(http://www.cboe.com/AboutCBOE/CBOELegalRegulatoryHome.aspx), at the Exchange’s 

Office of the Secretary, and at the Commission’s Public Reference Room. 

                                                 
1  15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1). 
2  17 CFR 240.19b-4.  

http://www.cboe.com/AboutCBOE/CBOELegalRegulatoryHome.aspx
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II. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory 
Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change 

In its filing with the Commission, the Exchange included statements concerning the 

purpose of and basis for the proposed rule change and discussed any comments it received 

on the proposed rule change.  The text of these statements may be examined at the places 

specified in Item IV below.  The Exchange has prepared summaries, set forth in sections A, 

B, and C below, of the most significant aspects of such statements. 

A. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory 
Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change 

1. Purpose 

The Exchange proposes to amend its Fees Schedule, effective February 1, 2019 to 

amend its fee incentive program for Lead Market-Makers (“LMM”) in SPX during 

Global Trading Hours (“GTH”). By way of background, pursuant to Footnote 38 of the 

Fees Schedule, a GTH LMM in SPX will receive a rebate for that month in the amount of 

a pro-rata share of a compensation pool equal to $30,000 times the number of LMMs in 

that class (or pro-rated amount if an appointment begins after the first trading day of the 

month or ends prior to the last trading day of the month) if the LMM: (1) provides 

continuous electronic quotes in at least the lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 

100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an GTH allocated class 

(excluding intraday add-on series on the day during which such series are added for 

trading) during GTH in a given month; (2) enters opening quotes within five minutes of 

the initiation of an opening rotation in any series that is not open due to the lack of a 

quote, provided that the LMM will not be required to enter opening quotes in more than 

the same percentage of series set forth in clause (1) for at least 90% of the trading days 
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during GTH in a given month; and (3) satisfies the following time-weighted average 

quote widths and bid/ask sizes for each moneyness category: (A) out of the money 

options ("OTM"), average quote width of $0.75 or less and average bid/ask size of 15 

contracts or greater; (B) at the money options ("ATM"), average quote width of $3.00 or 

less and bid/ask size of 10 contracts or greater; and C) in the money options ("ITM"), 

average quote width of $10.00 or less and bid/ask size of 5 contracts or greater.3 GTH 

LMMs in SPX are not obligated to satisfy the heightened quoting standards described 

above or in Rule 8.15 during GTH.  Rather, GTH LMMs in SPX are eligible to receive a 

rebate if they satisfy the heightened standards described in the Fees Schedule, which the 

Exchange believes will encourage SPX LMMs to provide liquidity during GTH.  

The Exchange proposes to amend Footnote 38 to modify the quoting standard a 

GTH LMM in SPX will need to satisfy in order to receive a rebate for its SPX GTH 

activity. Particularly, the Exchange proposes to modify prong 3(A) of the quoting 

standard with respect to the required average quote width for OTM options. As noted, 

above, a GTH LMM in SPX must, among other things, provide an average quote width of 

$0.75 or less and average bid/ask size of 15 contracts or greater for OTM options. The 

Exchange proposes to modify the OTM options average quote width requirement. 

Specifically the Exchange proposes to require that a GTH LMM in SPX provide an 

average quote width for OTM options of $0.90 or less instead of $0.75 or less. The 

Exchange proposes to widen the average quote width required as the current market has 

made it more difficult for a GTH LMM in SPX to maintain the same quality of markets 

as compared to previous market conditions that were less volatile. The Exchange 

                                                 
3  See Cboe Options Fees Schedule, Footnote 38. 
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continues to believe that time-weighted averages are a good way to assess the overall 

quality of the market.  

2. Statutory Basis 

The Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Act”) and the rules and regulations thereunder applicable to 

the Exchange and, in particular, the requirements of Section 6(b) of the Act.4  

Specifically, the Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with the 

Section 6(b)(5)5 requirements that the rules of an exchange be designed to prevent 

fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and equitable principles 

of trade, to foster cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in regulating, 

clearing, settling, processing information with respect to, and facilitating transactions in 

securities, to remove impediments to and perfect the mechanism of a free and open 

market and a national market system, and, in general, to protect investors and the public 

interest.  Additionally, the Exchange believes the proposed rule change is consistent with 

the Section 6(b)(5)6 requirement that the rules of an exchange not be designed to permit 

unfair discrimination between customers, issuers, brokers, or dealers. 

The Exchange believes amending the third prong in Footnote 38 is reasonable as 

it does not change the financial benefit offered. Additionally, the Exchange believes the 

proposed amendment is reasonable, equitable and not unfairly discriminatory because it 

applies to any appointed GTH LMM in SPX uniformly and because if the third prong, as 

amended, is not met, a GTH SPX LMM merely will not receive the offered financial 
                                                 
4  15 U.S.C. 78f(b). 
5  15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5). 
6  Id. 
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benefit. The Exchange also believes the requirement under the amended third prong is 

commensurate with the financial benefit offered. Additionally, the Exchange notes that 

current market conditions have made the current OTM average quote widths requirement 

more difficult to attain and the Exchange believes the amended averaged width quote is 

more appropriate given current market conditions. The Exchange believes that its 

proposed rule change removes impediments to and perfects the mechanism of a free and 

open national market system as it continues to incentivize any GTH LMMs in SPX to 

provide liquidity in SPX during GTH and meet the prescribed quoting standard. 

B. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition 

The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule changes will impose any 

burden on competition that are not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the 

purposes of the Act.  The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule change will 

impose any burden on intramarket competition that is not necessary or appropriate in 

furtherance of the purposes of the Act because it applies uniformly to all SPX GTH 

LMMs. The Exchange does not believe that the proposed rule change will impose any 

burden on intermarket competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of 

the purposes of the Act because SPX options are proprietary products that will only be 

traded on Cboe Options.  To the extent that the proposed changes make Cboe Options a 

more attractive marketplace for market participants at other exchanges, such market 

participants are welcome to become Cboe Options market participants. 

C. Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the Proposed 
Rule Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others 

The Exchange neither solicited nor received comments on the proposed rule 

change. 
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III. Date of Effectiveness of the Proposed Rule Change and Timing for 
Commission Action 

The foregoing rule change has become effective pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A) 

of the Act7 and paragraph (f) of Rule 19b-48 thereunder.  At any time within 60 days of 

the filing of the proposed rule change, the Commission summarily may temporarily 

suspend such rule change if it appears to the Commission that such action is necessary or 

appropriate in the public interest, for the protection of investors, or otherwise in 

furtherance of the purposes of the Act.  If the Commission takes such action, the 

Commission will institute proceedings to determine whether the proposed rule change 

should be approved or disapproved. 

IV. Solicitation of Comments 

Interested persons are invited to submit written data, views, and arguments 

concerning the foregoing, including whether the proposed rule change is consistent with 

the Act.  Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:   

Electronic comments: 

• Use the Commission’s Internet comment form 

(http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml); or  

• Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov.  Please include File Number 

SR-CBOE-2019-003 on the subject line.   

Paper comments: 

• Send paper comments in triplicate to Secretary, Securities and Exchange 

Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090. 

                                                 
7  15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(3)(A). 
8  17 CFR 240.19b-4(f). 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml
mailto:rule-comments@sec.gov
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All submissions should refer to File Number SR-CBOE-2019-003.  This file number 

should be included on the subject line if e-mail is used.  To help the Commission process 

and review your comments more efficiently, please use only one method.  The 

Commission will post all comments on the Commission’s Internet website 

(http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml).  Copies of the submission, all subsequent 

amendments, all written statements with respect to the proposed rule change that are filed 

with the Commission, and all written communications relating to the proposed rule 

change between the Commission and any person, other than those that may be withheld 

from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be available for 

website viewing and printing in the Commission’s Public Reference Room, 100 F Street, 

NE, Washington, D.C. 20549 on official business days between the hours of 10:00 a.m. 

and 3:00 p.m.  Copies of the filing also will be available for inspection and copying at the 

principal office of the Exchange.  All comments received will be posted without change; 

the Commission does not edit personal identifying information from submissions.  You 

should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly.  All 

submissions should refer to File Number SR-CBOE-2019-003 and should be submitted 

on or before [insert date 21 days from publication in the Federal Register]. 

For the Commission, by the Division of Trading and Markets, pursuant to 

delegated authority.9 

Secretary 

                                                 
9  17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12). 
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Footnote Number
* * * * *

38

For VIX, if an LMM (1) provides continuous electronic quotes in at least the lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an GTH allocated class (excluding intra-day add-
on series on the day during which such series are added for trading) during GTH in a given month and (2) enters opening quotes within five minutes of the initiation of an opening rotation in any series that is not open due to 
the lack of a quote, provided that the LMM will not be required to enter opening quotes in more than the same percentage of series set forth in clause (1) for at least 90% of the trading days during GTH in a given month, the 
LMM will receive a rebate for that month in the amount of a pro-rata share of a compensation pool equal to $20,000 times the number of LMMs in that class (or pro-rated amount if an appointment begins after the first 
trading day of the month or ends prior to the last trading day of the month). For example, if three LMMs are appointed in VIX, a compensation pool will be established each month (assume appointment began at the beginning 
of the month for purposes of this example) totaling $60,000. If each LMM meets the heightened continuous quoting standard in VIX during a month, each will receive $20,000. If two LMMs meet the heightened continuous 
quoting standard in VIX during a month, those two LMMs would each receive $30,000 and the third LMM would receive nothing. If only one LMM meets the heightened continuous quoting standard in VIX during a month, that 
LMM would receive $60,000 and the other two would receive nothing. For SPX, an LMM will receive a rebate for that month in the amount of a pro-rata share of a compensation pool equal to $30,000 times the number of 
LMMs in that class (or pro-rated amount if an appointment begins after the first trading day of the month or ends prior to the last trading day of the month) if the LMM: (1) provides continuous electronic quotes in at least the 
lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an GTH allocated class (excluding intraday add-on series on the day during which such series are added for trading) during 
GTH in a given month; (2) enters opening quotes within five minutes of the initiation of an opening rotation in any series that is not open due to the lack of a quote, provided that the LMM will not be required to enter opening 
quotes in more than the same percentage of series set forth in clause (1) for at least 90% of the trading days during GTH in a given month; and (3) satisfies the following timeweighted average quote widths and bid/ask sizes for 
each moneyness category: (A) out of the money options ("OTM"), average quote width of $0.[75]90 or less and average bid/ask size of 15 contracts or greater; (B) at the money options ("ATM"), average quote width of $3.00 
or less and bid/ask size of 10 contracts or greater; and C) in the money options ("ITM"), average quote width of $10.00 or less and bid/ask size of 5 contracts or greater. In order to determine the timeweighted average quote 
widths and bid/ask sizes the Exchange will exclude 5% of the total quote time for all SPX series during the month in which the LMM was disseminating its widest quotes and smallest bid/ask sizes. Notwithstanding Rule 
1.1(ccc), for purposes of Footnote 38, an LMM is deemed to have provided "continuous electronic quotes" if the LMM provides electronic two-sided quotes for 90% of the time during GTH in a given month. If a technical 
failure or limitation of a system of the Exchange prevents the LMM from maintaining, or prevents the LMM from communicating to the Exchange, timely and accurate electronic quotes in a class, the duration of such failure 
shall not be considered in determining whether the LMM has satisfied the 90% quoting standard with respect to that option class. The Exchange may consider other exceptions to this quoting standard based on demonstrated 
legal or regulatory requirements or other mitigating circumstances. 
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